Earl Prize / Graduate Studio Design Excellence - Spring 2015

The Illinois School of Architecture is pleased to announce the winners of the Earl Prizes in Design (undergraduate) and the Graduate Awards for Design Excellence (graduate) for the Spring 2015 Semester. These awards recognize the outstanding student work completed in design studio courses at all levels of the curriculum.

Earl Prizes in Design
The Earl Prizes are funded with income from an endowment bequeathed by Edward C. Earl. Prizes are awarded for excellence in undergraduate design studios.

Review Committee: Scott Murray, Carl Lewis, Mark Taylor

ARCH272
1st Place   Nicole Flores - Hamlin
2nd Place   Alex Brosh - Hamlin
3rd Place   Violet LaBrosee - Hamlin
HM          Adam Bengston – Hamlin
HM          Yanhao Liu – Hamlin

ARCH374
1st Place   Jourdon Miller - Hinders
2nd Place   Baifan Zhang - Emmons
3rd Place   Kacper Lastowiecki - Ghoreishi
HM          Ting Wang - Hinders
HM          Puchun Zhang - Xu

ARCH476
1st Place   Beck, Mitchell - Bartumeus
            Chelmecki, Connor
2nd Place   Erskine, Ann – Hammann
            Pirtle, John
3rd Place   Grover, Ishan - Lerum
HM          Ball, Katherine - Bartumeus
            Kim, Jiho

Graduate Studio Design Excellence Awards
Review Committee: Sara Bartumeus, Therese Tierney

ARCH472
1st Place   Ying, Yuejia - Poss

ARCH57X
1st Place   Badia Alzuria, Ana - Bognar
            Lee, Vincent
            Pennacchio, Christopher
2nd Place   Zhang, Jienan – Worn
            Chen, Joshua
3rd Place   Laniosz, Aaron - Lerum
HM          Chinderle, Alex – Lewis
HM          Harmon, John – Murray
            Ozog, Casey
HM          Kim, Youngwook – Murray
            Roth, Cody